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Peculiar properties of lipid membranes by neutron diffraction
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Small-Angle Neutron Diffraction (SAND) has over the recent years proven to be a
useful technique in structural biology, biophysics and materials science. Due to the intrinsic
disorder present in biomimetic samples - a disorder possibly important for the proper function
of biology systems - many membrane samples are far from being perfect crystals. In such
cases, less than atomic resolution structures are best described by broad statistical
distributions, rather than sharp delta functions typical of perfect crystals. This is especially
true for the structure of non-crystalline biomaterials with a focus on the most important “soft”
matter studied, namely the lipid membrane.
Our recent experimental data revealed several intriguing structural properties of
biomimetic membranes that will be discussed. First, it is their sensitivity to the charge present
in their surrounding environment. The structure of membranes changes with increasing
concentration of ions, which is however also a peculiar property of ions themselves. The
effects of divalent Ca2+ and Zn2+ cations have shown particularly interesting results
distinguishing these cations from others, and from each other [1,2]. Our SAND together with
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations suggested a strong binding of Ca2+, while Zn2+ had
a much lower binding affinity [3]. In addition, Ca2+ created fewer pairs with surrounding
water molecules than did Zn2+. The resulting smaller Ca2+ hydration shell most likely
allowed for more proximal and stronger contacts with the lipid phosphate. Our current
observations highlight the importance of these cations with regards to membrane structure,
and possibly function.
Membrane structure depends strongly also on the chemical composition of its
constituents. For example, cholesterol is known to increase the order of lipid hydrocarbon
chains while increasing the stiffness of membrane. In the contrary, our previous experiments
revealed the fluidizing effect of melatonin in neat lipid membranes [4]. We have extended our
investigations recently by including transmembrane amyloid-beta (Ab) peptide in these model
membranes to shed a light on the melatonin's potential role in preventing the development of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). AD is a devastating neurodegenerative disease caused by the
formation of senile plaques, primarily consisting of Ab peptides, while the crucial role in the
process is imparted by the structural properties of membrane.
Although a complete understanding of the physicochemical processes taking place in
biomembranes has yet to be established, an understanding of lipid bilayer structural changes
as a result of different properties of environment outside and/or inside the membrane provides
a foundation for better insights into the structure-function relationships that most certainly
take place in more complicated biomembrane systems.
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